Within the past decade, imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) has been increasingly recognized as an indispensable technique for studying biological systems. Its rapid evolution has resulted in an impressive array of instrument variations and sample applications, yet the tools and data are largely confined to specialists. It is therefore important that at this junction the IMS community begin to establish IMS as a permanent fixture in life science research thereby making the technology and/or the data approachable by non-mass spectrometrists, leading to further integration into biological and clinical research. In this perspective article, we provide insight into the evolution and current state of IMS and propose some of the directions that IMS could develop in order to stay on course to become one of the most promising new tools in life science research.
Introduction
The ability to simultaneously visualize multiple molecular distributions across the surface of a sample without the need for chemical labels or antibodies is the main strength of imaging mass spectrometry (IMS)-based research. The overall methodology behind IMS is fairly simple (Fig. 1) . A mass spectrometer need only be equipped with a computer-controlled sample stage capable of motion about the x -y coordinate plane working in conjunction with a probe capable of producing ions from the sample surface, a process referred to as ionization. Through the utilization of specialized software, the motion of the sample stage can be programmed to allow discrete or continuous rastering across the sample area whereby individual mass spectra can be collected and assigned to a defined area of the sample therefore creating a pixel. Software is then used to assemble these pixels into an image where the relative intensity of an ion is displayed as a scaled false color allowing for visualization of the molecular distribution across the surface of the sample for any given observed mass. Granting researchers the ability to study a system with molecular eyes, IMS has many promising life science applications such as enabling the connection of molecular information with phenotypes and revealing entirely new molecular phenotypes that cannot be observed through classical histology.
Despite the first examples of molecular images by mass spectrometers being obtained some 40 years ago, [1] only recently has IMS seen widespread use among mass spectrometrists. The advent of MALDI-MS-based tissue imaging in the late 1990s opened up a wide range of biological applications leading to rapid incorporation of the technology into new biochemical and medical research strategies. [2] Molecular histology by mass spectrometry based imaging became a promising new technology for candidate biomarker discovery, [3, 4] drug metabolite profiling, [5, 6] lipid analysis [7 -10] and proteomics. [11 -14] Today, IMS is a constantly evolving technology that has been applied to not only the molecular histology of tissue and whole body sections [15, 16] but also bacterial thin films, [17 -19] plant leafs [20, 21] and stems, [22] ancient glass, [23] quartz, [24] circuit boards [25] and even fingerprints [26 -28] (Fig. 3(C) ). Advances in instrumentation and bioinformatics continue to drive the technology forward by widening the application range to which IMS can be applied and is resulting in a steadily decreasing gap between biology and chemistry as non-mass spectrometrists are beginning to get an appetite for the information that IMS provides.
Despite these promising attributes, the adoption rate of IMS in the scientific community is much slower than one would expect. In part this is due to the lack of specific workflows that provide answers to the questions that biologists have. Even within the mass spectrometry community, there is a general skepticism of IMS since so few of the many observed signals can be accurately Figure 1 . General overview of an IMS workflow. Samples (i.e. tissue sections, bacterial cultures, single cells and plant components) are mounted on a target surface and, if required, immediately followed by matrix application. The mass spectrometer is then programmed to raster across the surface of the sample collecting spectra at specified sampling locations which are compiled into a single data set where the occurrence of any single mass can be visualized as a scaled false color overlay depicting the relative intensity of the ion across all sampled locations. These data can be further processed to improve its quality followed by merging with other data including optical images, additional observed IMS ions or biochemical data such as MRI or fluorescence images. Ionization mechanisms for MALDI, SIMS and DESI ionization sources. For MALDI experiments, a sample is mounted on a conductive target plate immediately followed by matrix application. The sample is then shot with a UV or IR wavelength laser whereby the energy is absorbed by the matrix and, via a black box mechanism, transferred to the analyte to induce ionization. Both positive and negative ions are generated by most matrices; however, certain matrices will favor positive or negative ion formation. In SIMS experiments, samples are mounted on a conductive surface and subjected to etching by a beam of high-energy particles such as Ar + , Au 3 + or C 60 . Upon collision with the sample surface, the energy of these primary ions is transferred to the analyte dislodging secondary ions. Samples for DESI are mounted on a non-conductive surface where a pneumatically assisted stream of charged solvent droplets is directed at the sample surface. During initial wetting of the surface, analyte is taken up by the solvent and subsequent collisions of charged droplets with the wetted surface produces secondary droplets which are taken up by the mass spectrometer inlet. The charge of the ions is determined largely by the solvent used.
identified and/or interpreted. In principle, molecules observed by IMS are among the most abundant in the sample yet it is challenging -even when current proteomic and metabolomic tools are applied -to identify these signals and thus represents a general gap in knowledge of not just IMS but the entire mass spectrometry field as highlighted in recent articles. [29 -36] While our ability to annotate signals is one area that must improve for IMS, a great strength of IMS is its ability to specifically pinpoint masses of interest that can be further investigated. Since many of the challenges facing IMS and its applications have been articulated very acutely in many recent reviews, [6,37 -44] this highlight will not cover such topics in great detail and we would encourage interested readers to consult these reviews for more information. Instead, this highlight will focus on describing the current state of the art of IMS and the direction where the technology can go in order to stay on course in becoming one of the most promising new tools in life science research.
The Current State of Ims
The three front runners of IMS IMS methodology has been adapted to many different types of mass spectrometers and ionization approaches; however, there are three methods (probes) for ionization that currently see the most amount of use across the widest range of applications (Fig. 2) . The oldest of these three, secondary ion mass spectrometry or SIMS, collected some of the first ion images of monolayers in the late 1960s. [1] SIMS uses a focused ion beam of individual or clusters of high-energy particles, such as Bi + , [45, 46] Au 3 + [47, 48] and C 60 , [49] where upon impact of a sample surface causes emission of secondary ions that are typically analyzed via a time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer. The use of a primary ion beam allows SIMS instruments to collect nanometer size pixels but usually limits its mass range in biological samples to below 1000 Da due to only a small percentage of molecules sputtered from the sample surface being ionized [50] and to source induced fragmentation of surface molecules. [51] The absence of matrix in typical TOF-SIMS analysis also yields high spectral clarity in the low mass range allowing for imaging of small ions such as Na + , K + and even H + . Matrix-enhanced SIMS (ME-SIMS) [52] and incorporation of cluster ion sources [40] have dramatically increased secondary ion formation efficiency in biological samples to allow for sampling of peptides and oligonucleotides; however, the signal-to-noise ratio for molecules greater than 5 kDa drops off dramatically in ME-SIMS compared with matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI). [53] The second and most widely used technique is MALDI, which first came onto the IMS scene in the late 1990s where it was used to image peptides and proteins in biological tissue sections. [2] Instead of a focused ion beam, MALDI instruments utilize a high-powered UV or IR laser to initiate compound ionization. Matrix, typically a low molecular weight light-absorbing organic acid, is used to coat the surface of the sample for the purpose of improving ionization by utilizing absorbed energy from the laser to protonate or deprotonate the analyte via what is currently, despite intense studies, [54 -59] a largely black box mechanism. The necessity of covering samples with a chemical matrix somewhat limits the number of amendable sample types, spatial resolution and data clarity below 500 Da.
However, the ability of the matrix to drastically increase ionization efficiency of compounds allows for less laser power resulting in an ionization mechanism gentle enough to monitor compounds up to 200 kDa such as intact proteins. [12, 60] Using new lasers with non-Gaussian beam profile and current on-market hardware, it is possible for pixel sizes in MALDI imaging to be 10 µm while keeping high acquisition speed (1 kHz laser) with no significant loss of signal intensity up to 15 kDa for 20-µm pixel size. [61] The newest of the three is desorption electrospray ionization mass spectrometry or DESI. [62, 63] This adaptation of electrospray ionization directs a pneumatically assisted stream of charged solvent droplets at a sample surface where, upon contact with the surface, analyte is taken up by the solvent. [64] Subsequent collisions of charged droplets with the wetted sample surface desorb secondary droplets which are taken up by a mass spectrometer and analyzed. [65, 66] While the sensitivity and spatial resolution for most applications of DESI are less than what is attainable by SIMS or MALDI, DESI offers a few unique characteristics that allow it to analyze samples that are otherwise impossible to analyze. For instance, in addition to tissue, [63] bacterial [17] and plant imaging, [67] analysis of wet or insulated samples is possible using DESI as well as reactive imaging where a chemical known to react with a compound of interest can be added to the spray solvent allowing you to monitor the product of the reaction. [68, 69] While MALDI, SIMS and DESI continue to be heavily utilized in the field of IMS, new instrumentation is constantly being developed with many being either combinations of existing ionization sources or improvements on existing technology (Fig. 3(B) ). Combinations of surface ablation/desorption and direct infusion techniques have led to technologies such as laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI), [70] matrix-assisted laser desorption electrospray Figure 4 . Importance of evaluation of quality of IMS data. MALDI-IMS data sets (A, B and C) collected from three different laboratories were assessed for spectral quality using a simple test. For each data set, m/z values for 10-20 randomly selected spectra were automatically indexed (e.g. the first observed mass receives a mass index value of 1, the second with a value of 2 and so on). High quality data sets (A) demonstrate low pixel-to-pixel variability leading to consistent graphs and masses receiving the same or similar mass index value between spectra, whereas lower quality data sets with high pixel-to-pixel variability will contain irregular graphs resulting in different mass index values for a given mass between spectra due to changes in total ion current (B and C) or large gaps in signal (C).
ionization (MALDESI) [71] and laser spray ionization, [72] all of which use laser ablation to desorb molecules from the sample surface and electrospray ionization to direct the released molecules into the mass analyzer. Trace metal analysis in biological samples with up to nanometer lateral resolution is possible by laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). [73] Novel sample surface technologies such as desorption/ionization on silicon (DIOS) [74] and nanostructure initiator mass spectrometry (NIMS) [75] allow for sensitive analysis without matrix using UV lasers (DIOS and NIMS) and primary ion beams (NIMS). New sample preparation approaches and ion sources combined with advancements in mass analyzers, such as ion mobility separation, [76] have created a dizzying number of instrument configurations that can be customized to fit a labs need with the easiest and most informative tools likely to become adopted by life scientists.
Despite impressive advancements in the number of available instrument combinations, 85% of all imaging MS publications in the last 5 years were performed using either MALDI-TOF or TOF-SIMS-based approaches ( Fig. 3(A) ) with most new probes seeing very little, if any, implementation outside their lab of invention. In order for emerging technologies to gain a foothold in biological and medical research, the needs of the end user (microbiologist, pathologist, botanist, etc.) have to be kept into consideration during the development cycle on the instrument. [77] This means that the instruments need to demonstrate a clear and unique area of application that was previously impossible or difficult to study before its invention, have a user-friendly software package, have a simple and reproducible sample preparation protocol and eventually become commercially available. Many emerging techniques rarely achieve this level of distinction and even sometimes fail to demonstrate a clear advantage to their use. It is thus not uncommon to read about a new technique only to never see that technique used again in subsequent articles. New tools are only of use to other disciplines in biology and medicine if they provide information that is useful for that discipline, and therefore, it is important that medical, biological, analytical, computational and biochemical labs work together to create influential advancements in instrumentation and simple methodology workflows that are reproducible and provide meaningful results. Such advances would put IMS in prime position to tackle many of the current challenges in biology such as determining the function and distribution of signaling molecules, distributions of epigenetic markers within tissues, how the brains process information and how our microbiome is involved in controlling health and disease. Next, we want to highlight the possibilities with informatics in this regard.
Informatics
At the present time, the development of computational methods for IMS is lagging behind its technological progress, especially informatic tools that are accessible to other non-IMS scientists. While some analytical labs tout their own private in-house data processing and analysis software, the majority of IMS users must rely on software provided by their instrument vendor. This is particularly true with non-mass spectrometry labs. While some vendor and open-source software packages do come with a several data analysis options, these software packages typically provide only a basic interface with little more usability than allowing the user to visualize molecular distributions across the imaging area. Data processing tools beyond basic interpolations and normalizing, such as peak alignment, [78 -80] intelligent peak picking [78, 81, 82] and denoizing, [83] are surprisingly sparse. Even basic statistical analyses to determine the quality of the acquired data are currently rarely, if at all, included in most software.
Although recently several reports of advanced data processing of clinical IMS data have been published, [84 -87] there is still a need to establish standard procedures for data processing or at the least uniform incorporation of most of the critical data processing tools into vendor software packages to allow for better interpretation of collected data. For instance, using a simple statistical test, one can quickly judge the quality of a data set based on the pixel-to-pixel variability of the data. We obtained three MALDI-IMS data sets from three different laboratories and indexed all observed masses for 10-20 randomly selected spectra where the smallest observed mass was given a mass index number of 1, the next largest a mass index number of 2 and so on (Fig. 4) . When the m/z values for each spectrum are plotted against their assigned index number, the graphs consistency can be easily observed for a high-quality data set ( Fig. 4(A) ) exhibiting similar total peak counts resulting in masses receiving very similar mass index values between spectra and lower quality data sets (Fig. 4 (B and C)) displaying highly variable index values for a given mass and large m/z gaps between adjacent mass index values. Simple tests like this one can be used as data are collected to determine the quality of the data set and,
although not yet demonstrated, we speculate that such real-time data evaluation may even be used to allow the instrument to automatically adjust parameters during an imaging run to create 'smart' data acquisition modes. Even the most basic handling of raw data from IMS data sets needs to be revisited, especially in MALDI-IMS. In a modern IMS study, the data set is typically viewed only as a collection of spectra with little to no consideration given to the spatial relationships between spectra. Instead, the more natural viewpoint would be to represent an IMS data set as a multi-channel (or spectral) image with thousands of channels each corresponding to an individual ion mass. Such strategies are currently rarely transferred to IMS despite their obvious benefits as seen in other areas of science where multi-channel images are used in astronomy for hyperspectral imaging [88] and imaging spectroscopy, [89] Earth remote sensing, [90] life sciences and bio-medicine (i.e. confocal Raman microscopy, near-infrared imaging). [91] Pre-processing of data is usually done hastily despite its heavy influence on subsequent data analysis. Consider the scarcely studied issue of normalization of spectra. In MALDI-imaging, there is still discussion on whether normalization should be applied and even which type of normalization should be applied (besides the popular total ion current method). [92, 93] It is our viewpoint that IMS is largely a discovery tool and different data processing methods that grant the biologist various ways to 'visualize' a hypothesis are important uses of the data and as with any standard biological protocol these hypotheses formulated from IMS data need to be confirmed via alternate approaches. Advanced approaches to data processing such as selective suppression of spectra in certain areas of a sample, which proved to be useful in visualizing drug metabolites in whole body sections of rats, [16] can prove to be extremely useful in forming hypothesis and furthering biological research. We, therefore, would benefit if the IMS community began borrowing data processing concepts that are well established in many other non-mass spectrometry technologies, such as confocal microscopy, and even sharing ideas within the IMS community. For instance, normalization is well studied in SIMS (a.k.a. scaling of spectra) where, along with spectrum-wise normalization, more advanced ways of accounting for noise (i.e. Poisson scaling) are established. [94, 95] There is currently little transfer of expertise from the SIMS to MALDI community and therefore there are boundless opportunities for sharing of knowledge between the two schools of thought.
A major and unavoidable challenge in IMS is pixel-to-pixel variability, which involves variation in peak height between spectra measured at different spatial points that are not due to differences in the concentration of the analyte of interest. This variability can be caused by differences in the ionization efficiency due to the presence of ion suppressors such as proteins, [39] uneven matrix crystallization, [96] detector noise and charge accumulation. [97, 98] Although this variability can be partially corrected at the stage of pre-processing with image-processing methods, there are no foreseeable algorithmic solutions to this issue probably due to the mathematical complexity of image processing. However, IMS provides a unique possibility to study the noise properties since a typical data set comprises thousands of spectra measured under the same instrumental conditions. Certainly, understanding and statistical modeling of IMS noise would lead to improved processing algorithms. [95] Visualization of IMS data sets can also appear to be deceptively straightforward, whereas there are several little-known issues with the process that can have a significant negative impact on the results. For instance, individual spectra containing unusually high levels of analyte signal or noise (a.k.a. hot spots) commonly arise in MALDI-IMS due to uneven matrix distribution and crystallization. Note that a 'hot spot' like effect can also occur in DESI or SIMS where a tiny discrete region of increased or decreased signal within the sample may arise due to changes in sample properties such as surface topography, texture or conductivity. Since most IMS software will scale an ion image based on the most intense pixels present, the resulting image will display only these few intense pixels and hide the rest of the image due to incorrect scaling ( Fig. 5(A) ). Although this issue can be easily overcome, it highlights the need for statistical checks of spectra quality in IMS during data acquisition especially when using automated peak picking or sample segmentation. Along with IMS-specific solutions, such as exclusion or suppression of bad spectra during data analysis, image contrast-enhancement methods [99] can be used to significantly improve the visual quality and therefore the interpretability of the data (Fig. 5) . While pixel-to-pixel variability can be compensated for using image denoising, simple image denoising methods degrade the spatial structure of the image by smoothing out small details. Advanced image denoising edgepreserving methods, like those used by Alexandrov et al., [100] can be applied to maintain image resolution while simultaneously correcting for variability in image quality.
Opportunities for Development
IMS is a young and rapidly expanding technology with many current opportunities for optimization of current applications and development of new ones. By steadily working towards establishing new robust sample preparation protocols, automated data analysis software and improved instrumentation, IMS will see further adoption into the various niches of the scientific community helping to establish it as a dominant technology for studying biological systems. This will in turn fuel further development due to the growing user base, which will continue to improve the capabilities of IMS as well as the quality of research resulting from its use.
Improved sample preparation and instrumentation
The most obvious area of improvement is regarding the instruments themselves with most attention paid to increasing mass resolution, sensitivity and spatial resolution. Ambient ionization sources have the benefit of linking up with high mass resolution instruments such as FT-ICRs; however, even after pairing with sensitive trap-based instruments, their sensitivity may suffer compared with experiments performed under vacuum. [101] TOF mass analyzers benefit from a very wide mass range and decent sensitivity with most capable of around 10K mass resolution and state-of-the-art instruments achieving around 40K mass resolution. Improving spatial resolution and sensitivity is complicated by the fact that the two are inversely linked to one another in IMS studies. [42] Changes in pixel size will directly change the area that can be sampled by the mass spectrometer for each measurement. Therefore, by decreasing the pixel size to achieve higher spatial resolution you decrease the amount of total analyte that will be sampled for each pixel necessitating more sensitive instruments. Despite these hurdles, improvements in instruments and sample preparation techniques have allowed for extremely small pixel sizes with subcellular imaging now achievable including imaging of ion transport within single cells, [102] microbial symbionts within their host cells [103] and even imaging of individual human chromosomes. [104] The increasing popularity of multi-modal data collection approaches, which utilize different mass spectrometry and other spectroscopy techniques to analyze a single sample, has also illustrated that the development of hybrid instruments may allow for more consolidated research protocols and more efficient data collection. [6,24,105,106 -111] Provided such instruments demonstrate similar technical capability of the individual stand alone systems, hybrid instruments may enable more streamlined workflows through incorporation of multiple MS imaging and histological modalities into a single commercially available instrument. Carado et al. [112] have constructed a hybrid SIMS-MALDI-TOF instrument capable of switching between SIMS and MALDI ion sources, and Tsai et al. have developed a dual polarity MALDI-TOF instrument capable of collecting positive and negative mode data simultaneously from a single sample. [106] These advances in conjunction with instruments now incorporating microscope type equipment complete with fluorescence filters on the mass spectrometer could allow for a one-instrument lab capable of collecting multiple layers of data across different modalities using a single instrument. Despite even incredible advances in instrumentation, sample preparation will always be a critical step to obtaining great data. At the present time data quality and reproducibility in IMS, compared with other imaging approaches, is very dependent on the quality of the sample preparation and for IMS be used in the clinic as a diagnostic tool, the analysis of the sample should always deliver results with little room for error.
In a typical IMS experiment, thousands of individual measurements are taken from a sample demonstrating the need for homogeneity within a sample as well as protocols for systematic sample preparation. Poorly prepared samples can produce deviant signals and signal patterns. Signals such as false gradients in signal due to uneven sample or matrix thickness, distinct visual patterns in ion intensity caused not by analyte in the sample but uneven matrix crystallization or differences in conductivity, and drastic changes in sensitivity between consecutive sample preparations can occur due to inconsistent sample preparation. Automated sample preparation tools for matrix distribution [3, 113] and using a cryostat or microtome for preparation of tissue sections has greatly aided in sample reproducibility, but these instruments are applicable mainly only for imaging of tissue sections. With preparation of other types of samples such as plant tissue and bacterial thin films being done mostly by hand, sample reproducibility begins to rely less on the quality of the original sample and more in the expertise of the researcher preparing it.
Such uniform sample preparation techniques can help reduce spectral baseline variability throughout the image therefore improving the consistency of analyte signal; however, relative quantitation with IMS data is tricky as the visual nature of the data tends to cause researchers to treat intensities between different ions as differences in their relative concentration. While comparing the relative abundance of a single ion within a single sample is the main premise behind IMS, comparing signal for a single ion between multiple samples or signal between two different ions within a single sample becomes more of a gray area. As each unique compound has different ionization efficiencies and ways its signal can be suppressed, intensity differences between ions may not always reflect their relative concentrations. [39] Likewise, differences in instrument conditions and sample preparation from one sample to another make it unwise to compare the relative abundance of a single ion across multiple samples beyond a certain extent (i.e. one can generally assume a 100-fold change in signal is due to a change in concentration of the compound with all else being equal). Taking into account instrument parameters that effect signal such as total vacuum, plate voltage and detector cleanliness at each pixel may allow for in silico adjustment of spectra and therefore more consistent signal between sample preparations.
While a great number of hypotheses within biology can be formulated and/or confirmed using relative quantitation information from an IMS study, certain areas of biology, including pharmacokinetic studies, would also benefit from robust quantitative imaging protocols. Nonlinear detection has always made quantitation via mass spectrometry very difficult and is currently wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jms Figure 6 . MALDI image of two bacteria interacting on nutrient agar illustrating how mining of IMS data from the mean spectrum will primarily only produce signals that are highly abundant or delocalized (green and blue signals) while less abundant or highly localized signals will not display in the mean spectrum (purple signal). These data were obtained by Jeramie Watrous together with Beth Shank.
only well established with non-imaging analysis of peptides using special chemical labels such as SILAC, [114] iTRAC [115] and AQUA [116] labeling. While reports of quantitative IMS have shown promise (especially in SIMS and LA-ICP imaging), [73,117 -120] the myriad of factors that affect reliable and reproducible quantitation in MS has resulted in slow progress towards establishing widely accepted protocols for quantitative imaging. [120 -122] In fact, to the best of our knowledge there has yet to be a report of absolute quantitative MALDI imaging of biological samples of all the major molecules seen; a problem that is unsolved. One challenge of MALDI-based IMS quantitation of signals region-specific ion suppression within a single sample and reliability on matrix coverage. One would hope that possible solutions to this issue may lie in simply applying statistical analyses to adjust and correct for changes in analyte signal; however, such a long standing problem will likely take some time and truly creative thinking to resolve.
Improved data mining
As discussed earlier, data mining of IMS data sets is currently a very time-consuming endeavor as it is mostly done manually. An IMS data set collected from 300 to 10 000 Da using a 0.5-Da mass bin for each image will produce roughly 20 000 individual molecular images for a single sample. Currently, complete mining of such data requires the user to click through each image and look for distributions that may correlate to the morphology of the sample analyzed. All signal patterns that correlate and/or are localized to the sample area are catalogued before undergoing subsequent attempts at identification. While peak picking from a mean spectrum allows for easy cataloguing of abundant signals, highly localized signals present in only a small percentage of the sample area will not display in the mean spectrum and need to be mined manually if their mass is unknown (Fig. 6) . In many cases this could be simplified if there was an efficient approach to compare annotated data between laboratories. Though manual data mining is widely practiced, unsupervised data-processing methods are quickly becoming commonplace in imaging laboratories.
Unsupervised processing methods, which do not rely on labeling of data set elements, allow for automated extraction of data from a data set. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a typical unsupervised method where data are statistically represented in fewer dimensions, [123] whereas classification of spectra into several groups (i.e. 'abnormal' vs 'healthy' tissue) is considered supervised since it requires the user to label spectra in the training data set as 'abnormal' or 'healthy'. Unsupervised methods are used to determine how data are organized. In IMS, unsupervised methods are of extreme importance since a data set comprises a huge amount of spectra and has three dimensions: m/z value and spatial positions x and y with spatial another dimension in 3D MALDI IMS. [109] Other unsupervised methods exploited in IMS include variants of PCA accounting for variance [124] and noise, [95] multivariate curve resolution [125] and latent semantic analysis. [126] All these approaches transform the data set into a small set of images showing main spatial features. Another approach is to do peak picking and show images corresponding to selected masses that, albeit unsophisticated, usually delivers more images. Peak picking can be straightforwardly done on the mean or quantile spectrum where for each mass the quantile, but not mean value, among all spectra is calculated, or in a spectrum-wise manner taking some consensus peaks afterwards. [100] The results of multivariate methods can be visualized as is or can be used in combination with other techniques (e.g. classification of PCA coordinates).
A recent unsupervised method, developed for MALDI IMS, is spatial segmentation of data sets by clustering of spectra. [127, 128] The results of clustering spectra into several groups can be displayed as a spatial segmentation map (one image), coloring identically points grouped into one cluster. As shown in Ref. [100] , taking into account the spatial relations between spectra improves the segmentation maps considerably by suppressing the noise and pixel-to-pixel variability (Fig. 7) . Although the potential of the segmentation in IMS for improving the quality of data has been shown, [129] some development is still needed before it can be fully appreciated (i.e. reducing runtimes and memory consumption Figure 7 . Unsupervised segmentation of IMS data allows for rapid identification of spectrally unique regions within a sample. [100] Shown are segmentation maps for a rat brain coronal section without (A) and with (B) taking into account spatial relations between spectra. Points are colored identically if they are grouped into the same cluster of spectra. Both images are for 10 clusters.
while keeping the segmentation maps detailed and robust to the pixel-to-pixel variability).
Supervised methods are currently widely used in IMS, especially in tissue imaging. [84 -86] Typically, a region within a single sample is manually designated as having one histological state (i.e. tumor tissue) while the remainder of the sample is classified as another histological state (i.e. healthy tissue). Software algorithms based on this information determine which ions are localized to each region and classify the corresponding spectra into categories. These classification methods are being developed mainly for MALDI for biomarker detection [130] since once the classification is performed and evaluated to be successful, one can find discriminative masses. While supervised methods need to be used in classifying data, unsupervised methods (PCA, segmentation) can be exploited to select and label the regions for classification especially when the regional histology or expected distributions of the analyte are unknown.
Perhaps the biggest issue with most developed methods for spectral classification is that they operate based on analysis of individual spectra and do not consider the spatial relations between spectra. We hypothesize that by taking into account the spatial relation of analytes throughout the sample during processing can lead to better classifications including better identification of analytes that exhibit gradual gradient-type distributions across histological boundaries which are hard to classify using current processing methods. Evaluation of the classification results is further complicated in IMS-based data sets since even use-labeled regions are usually heterogeneous making it misleading to target at 100% classification accuracy. It would therefore be more relevant to consider sensitivity/specificity in terms of obtained discriminative masses, but this is hardly possible since the discriminative masses are unknown. The heterogeneity of the spatial regions is important not only for evaluation but also for classification as methods should consider noise in labels when they are being trained, which is a modern topic in machine learning.
One original supervised problem not yet studied in IMS is spatial regression, which would allow one to establish gradients of spatial concentrations of an analyte and finding masses showing these spatial intensity patterns. Although IMS is generally reputed to be not suitable for quantitative studies, [131, 132] these signal gradients are visually observed in data and represent an ideal model for improving relative quantitation in IMS data. For instance, constant secretion of secondary metabolites from a bacterial colony on nutrient agar produces a uniform gradient of analyte decreasing in concentration with increasing distance from the colony or a disease-specific signature for solid tumors often extend into healthy tissues via a gradient. Such a system can be used to optimize instrumental, matrix and processing parameters possibly allowing for better linear, and therefore, quantitative detection of particular ions.
Improved annotation
Possibly the main pitfall of IMS, as well as non-IMS approaches, is currently the inability to annotate observed signals. Severe lack of database depth and non-existent automated data annotation software for IMS data sets has resulted in very little return on time investment. Within a single IMS data set, one might observe anywhere from hundreds to thousands of individual masses corresponding to hundreds of different compounds spatially localized to the sample area; however, identification of even the top 50 peaks is an impossible task at the present time with most published works typically annotating only a small fraction of the total signals observed. [31, 122] In the end, metabolomic and proteomic workflows and the development of smarter annotation approaches will need to be merged with IMS to solve this problem. Perhaps community annotation is the most tractable annotation approach as discussed in the next section. There is also no single approach that can be used to compare data sets across laboratories to help expedite the process of annotation leading one to pursue more traditional methods of identification. Once a parent mass is identified from the imaging data set, fragmentation data are generally collected and subsequently identified via manual annotation or by comparison against known standards or published daughter ion spectra. Typically, complete annotation of daughter ion spectra is extremely difficult necessitating the need for biochemical purification followed by structural studies such as 2D NMR or detailed tandem mass spectrometry experiments. Lack of databases means that after this tedious process of purification and structure elucidation you may determine that your compound has already been discovered and archived elsewhere. Even with proper search algorithms in place for small metabolites, lipids, peptides and proteins, the lack of suitable databases to search against would result in little additional identifications. The IMS community as a whole contains a massive wealth of parent and daughter ion data that could be used to build impressive image databases, especially with similar samples (i.e. brain tissue sections).
Improved comparative analysis
As with any area of science, the ability to compare results both within your own laboratory and between different laboratories is extremely beneficial. Newly collected data sets can be compared against a working archive of collected data in order to draw important conclusions such as cross patient/species compound conservation, environmental effects on metabolic output, or wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jms Figure 8 . IMS data sets typically contain information beyond the field of interest of the lab studying it. The above single spectra from a DESI image of bacterial thin films illustrate how a single data set can contain an abundance of information that, while not of use to the lab that collected the data, may prove extremely useful to another researchers field of study. Figure 9 . A proposed workflow for an online public database for published IMS data sets. Database contributors can submit annotated and non-annotated datasets, which can then be searched by biologists for candidate compounds and by other IMS users for data set comparison and cross-species/phenotype correlations. A central online repository will also allow for assessment of published data quality and communal annotation of data sets.
changes in data quality depending on the experimental protocol used. With most IMS data sets consisting of a combination of signals of everything from lipids to peptides to metabolites (Fig. 8) , cross lab comparative analysis also allows for communal annotation of data owing to the expertise of each laboratory. Such re-mining of data will not only provide insight into new research but will breathe new life into decades of old data. One labs metabolomic data set could be another labs lipidomic gold mine. Such transparency of data within the IMS community is an essential next step and it starts with the data formats in which the raw data are collected.
The development of an online data repository for published IMS data sets within and between laboratories is the next logical step for the IMS community (Fig. 9) . The Protein Data Bank (www.PDB.org) has greatly advanced the field of structure based analysis of proteins by not only making protein structural data freely available to any whom so wishes to view it but also by increasing the integrity of data submitted for publication. In doing so, the data were no longer confined to specialists and therefore became widely implemented in the life sciences. IMS must undergo a similar evolution to get integrated into the wider community. By making data publicly available, it can be re-mined to identify previously unknown compounds or cross correlated to discover new connections between systems. [133 -135] However, viewing of IMS data will present unique challenges due to its multi-dimensional nature as well as the coming incorporation of data-dependent-based imaging approaches. This issue is further complicated with data regarding histological tissue sections as proper interpretation of such data are very dependent on the patient information and also on serial and subsequent tissue sections from the same experiment. Therefore, certain areas of IMS-based research will likely find more utility in the generation of such a database than others and as a whole we feel that the IMS community, as well as its corresponding scientists, will benefit from such a resource being available. Now the question remains, is there the political willpower to do this? We have constructed a basic prototype online public server for viewing, uploading and downloading IMS data sets for use in the UCSD Dorrestein laboratory, which we will make available upon publication. Such a resource has been very useful for the lab in not only allowing us to share, access and search stored data from anywhere in the world but also for simultaneously analyzing hundreds of archived data sets (as new hypotheses surface) that would otherwise have to be mined manually one by one. Hopefully, a server similar to this can act as a foundation for such a repository that will allow IMS and non-IMS labs around the world to view, share, annotate and analyze data sets to further the field as a whole. For example, there are very few comparisons that have been made between laboratories of images of brain sections, even though this is the most investigated tissue at this time (Fig. 3(C) ).
Lastly, proprietary data formats between instrument manufacturers have limited open source software development and, in part, limited the sharing of data between labs. These proprietary formats have also haunted proteomics based search engines with certain search algorithms only applicable to certain formats. This inconvenient truth of mass spectrometry is pushing the community to demand a universal spectral format shared between all manufacturers. One such a format is the '.imzML' format which is currently used in some commercial software packages (www.maldi-msi.org) and will hopefully be incorporated into the next generation of software from other manufacturers as well. A universal data format would allow for faster and more reliable software development and aid in the development of data search engines and repositories.
Possible Future Applications of Ims
IMS has proven to be a very versatile technology whose application is limited only by the imagination of the scientist yielding it. So what does the future hold for such a bright young technology? Instead of discussing the obvious importance of improving sensitivity, spatial and mass resolution and speed, we would like to instead highlight some novel applications that we believe to be possible using IMS within the near future. The first of these is live cell IMS.
Live cell IMS
Currently, all IMS-based approaches on biological samples require that the sample be killed either before or during the imaging process. As ionization sources become gentler and more sensitive under atmospheric temperature and pressure, the ability to image an intact biological system without killing it becomes more and more possible. Even if sample preparation reaches a point of perfect reproducibility, controlling variability within biology itself remains very difficult, and monitoring a system over time currently requires a new sample to be sacrificed and analyzed at each time point. The ability to follow a single sample through its life cycle by collecting multiple MS images at various time points would eliminate many speculations regarding validity of time course data taken from separate samples. Such protocols would be ideal in studying such systems as microbiome-derived bacterial thin films and growing plants leaves.
From images to movies
One can even imagine further and envision mass spectrometers fast enough to collect an entire image in a matter of minutes on a living biological sample. Such instruments, if equipped with soft ionization sources as described above, could theoretically collect consecutive images of a single sample over the course of time (i.e. an image every 15 min for 4 h). Such data sets could be used to generate molecular movies of the circadian rhythm of healthy and cancer cells, capture the destructive effects of a fungal toxin on neighboring cells or monitor bacterial swarming and matrix formation. An extension of real-time IMS would be tissue biopsies.
IMS tissue biopsies
One exciting application of IMS is the possibility that it can someday negate the need for certain tissue biopsies, such as a needle aspiration biopsy. Recent advancements in instrumentation such as rapid evaporative ionization mass spectrometry [136] and solid needle sampling electrospray ionization [137] are making the realization of such a goal even more within reach. The instrumental setup for such an application could be a remote probe equipped with a terminal needle which contains small sampling points along its shaft. The needle could then be inserted into the suspected tumor from the exterior of the body therefore passing through healthy and suspected unhealthy tissue. Once inserted, mass spectra can be taken at the sampling points along its shaft creating a one-dimensional molecular image/movie where the presence of cancer-specific disease signatures could be visualized both in the healthy and tumor tissues. An alternative to this methodology could be a needle like probe with a single sampling point that continuously collects spectra as it is inserted into the body. Such a technology could provide immediate information on the identity of a lump or tissue mass in question or provide information to assess the progression of treatment through near surface tissue.
IMS in studying signaling interactions and community dynamics
Currently, there is an absence of tools to study the molecules that cell populations, such as bacteria, use to interact with their neighboring bacteria and host cells. These molecules, many of which are natural products, control biology by mediating such events as cellular cross talk, cellular metabolism, quorum sensing and growth and they are spatially defined within these communities. These molecules have been active in shaping modern health care with therapeutics such as penicillin, vancomycin and rapamycin all having origins in such molecules involved in metabolic exchange. Understanding the distribution of these molecules and changes over time is crucial for understanding the dynamics cellular communities within nature. Disease proliferation such as diabetes, cancer, infections and biofilm formation, biofouling on ships, plant maturation and growth all have been linked to the molecules that are produced for interspecies interactions. IMS is one of the first tools that can begin to capture the complex nature of such interspecies interactions and will become one of the frontline tools in such investigations.
Conclusions
The evolving field of IMS has become a household name in biological and medical research and continues to do so, thanks to regular advancements in instruments, applications and data analysis tools. Its ability to simultaneously monitor hundreds of molecular distributions across a sample without the need for chemical tags or antibodies has allowed for a more complete wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jms analysis of biological systems that have resulted in the discovery of new disease-specific signature candidates, drug candidates and potentially towards personalized medicine and diagnostics. As with any growing technology, there remain certain areas of the science that progress slower than others; however, community awareness of these issues has encouraged their development and welcomed recent progress into emerging research. As the technology continues to evolve, its unique application for studying biological systems will be impossible to ignore by non-MS life science laboratories leading to more collaborative efforts within the scientific community allowing more fruitful and meaningful research.
